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Two climatic shifts during the 20th 
century due to naval warfare?
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Focusing on the first 3 winters in 
Europe during World War II.

• Between 1920 and 1939 the world had been getting warmer.

• The trend continued when WWII commenced, but stoppe d 
sharply in Europe after few months at war in winter  1939/44
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How can proof be provided that naval warfare 
contributed to the extreme winter in 1939/40, 1940/ 41 

and 1941/42.
• Northern European air winter temperatures depend strongly on heat 

reserves of the North Sea and Baltic.
• Exessive activities release heat more quickly, allow ing cold 

Arctic air to drop in. 

As data about water temperatures are rare, 
conclusions must be drawn from:

– Air temperatures 
– Ice forming, extent and duriation 
– Regional high naval activities. 

Concept of presentation: 
(1) Each of the three winters individually.

(2) Three winters in succession are statistically ra re, 
which might be a unique occurence for many hundert yea rs.  
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Global temperatures are well above average. 
There is only a decline in the Baltic region due 

to arctic cold air.
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During the first few months several hundred-thousand 

explosives penetrated deep into the marine environment.
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Several all time cold records

Polen -41°C
(at Siedlce on 11. Jan. ) 

Estonia -43,5°C (17. Jan.)
Minsk -40°C (17. Jan.)
Moscow −42.2 °C (Jan.)
Wales/UK –23,3°C (at Rhyader, 21. Jan. )

Hamburg -27°C, 
(13. Feb.)

Hungary -35°,  
( 16. Feb.)
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How can science ignore 
such a situation having seven decades of 

time to come up with an explanation!
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The intrusion of cold came from the North Sea with sea 
ice forming in the German Bight after 16. December 

1939, lasting for more than 100 days!

Sensational early! Sensational lasting!
• A large part of the Kriegsmarine operated from Helgoland .

• A huge mine field was layed from Holland up to the S kagerrak
• Britain attacked by own mines, ships, bomber and figh ter planes

The icing in the 
North Sea 

commenced about 2-
3 weeks earlier as at 

the German Baltic 
Sea coast. 
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The heaviest sea ice in the 
Baltic since 1883!

It seems time to ask why so suddenly and severe!
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Winter 1940/41 brings record 
cold to the Skagerrak
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Winter 1941/42
After two extrem winters it should have been possib le to understand that 

fighting a fierce naval battle in the Eastern Balti c for six months would 

inevitably generate the third extreme winter in a r ow!

Naval Strenght:

Kriegsmarine:
about 100 ships

Baltic Fleet:
about 100+ ships

Persumably many thousand 
air planes on each side. 

Heavy sea mine operation.
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After 1939/40, the Baltic is ice covered
for the second time since 1883.
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The Eastern Baltic particulary cold!
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The three extreme winters in a row are strong 
evidence of a significant contribution 

by the naval war .
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ok
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Summary

• Each of the three war winters provides 
proof of a link of naval war activities to low 
air temperature and strong sea ice. 

• Since the middle of the Little Ice Age 
(about 1760) no group of three winters has 
been as cold as 1939/40 – 1941/42, which 
possibly could be the most severe since 
the last Ice Age many thousand years ago. 
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Thanks for
your kind interest!

Feel free to ask questions!

More PPT themes about the impact 
of naval warefare during WWI & WWII 

at: www.climate -ocean.com
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The lecture is based on the book:

Failures of Meteorology! 
Unable to Prevent Climate Change 

and World Wars?
Oceans Make Climate!

Pages: 232, about 200 figures and images, 14 color pages.

Book on Demand/BoD; ISBN 978-3-8448-1284-8

And in  online-book shops, e.g. 
http://www.amazon.co.uk

More related lectures are published at: 

http://climate-ocean.com/


